moscow radio moscow in turkish 1800 gmt 12 jun 91

news; gorbachev on summit with bush, visit to london. (2 min) (total news 11 min)

1201. "domestic and world events" program: a) unattributed reportage on elections in russian federation. (3 min); b) moscow radio correspondent interviews soviet representative to the international conference on european confederation held in prague. (2.5 min); c) aleksandr (shakel) commentary on economic reform efforts in hungary. (4 min); d) yuriy solton commentary on middle east. (3 min)

1202. aleksandr ivanov commentary on iraqi deputy premier tariq 'aziz visit to turkey. (3 min)

1203. "your northern neighbor, the soviet union" program: a) on problems faced by soviet citizens in summer season. (5 min); b) on inauguration ceremony held in moscow hospital built by turkish construction firm. (3 min); c) on a listener's letter on flying objects. (3 min).
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